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Lower urinary tract and bowel dysfunction (i.e. urinary incontinence, voiding dysfunction, faecal incontinence and constipation) is a significant burden for patients that become housebound with often desolation as a consequence. Sacral neuromodulation (SNM) can be a good therapy for these patients to reduce symptoms and return into society. Success rates for SNM in lower urinary tract and bowel dysfunction usually range from 50-80% for up to five years after implantation and are dependent on inter-individual variety and indication. Nevertheless, this leaves 20-50% of patients with no or a suboptimal treatment outcome. In addition, loss of efficacy is noted in 75-88% of patients overtime and only 40-75% of patients completely recover and achieve complete continence. Over the years, small hardware changes in SNM technology occurred, which resulted in a decrease in the occurrence of side effects. Interestingly, and important in view of the studies performed in this thesis, SNM stimulation parameters used for the treatment of lower urinary tract or bowel dysfunction have not changed significantly over time. In this thesis, we aimed to further facilitate SNM research by establishing two animal models of lower urinary tract dysfunction (LUTD) and faecal incontinence (FI) as well as gain more insights into alternative SNM stimulation paradigms.

In order to study the efficacy and underlying mechanisms of action of lower urinary tract and bowel dysfunction and SNM, good, reproducible preclinical animal models are required. To this end, we established two animal models for lower urinary tract dysfunction (LUTD) and faecal incontinence (FI), respectively. To our knowledge, we were the first to measure bladder volume in awake rats by means of ultrasound imaging for a period of 4 weeks in an animal model of LUTD. Additionally, using an animal model of FI (the vaginal distention or VD model), we showed for the first time that these animals develop FI as measured by defecation behaviour. These advancements in two commonly adopted models for LUTD and FI will now allow for studies to be conducted in order to better understand the mechanisms underlying LUTD and FI. By gaining more insight into the mechanisms that underlie LUTD and FI, new targets for intervention can be explored and developed in future research. Furthermore, by developing adequate, reproducible animal models for LUTD and FI, the effect and
mechanisms of action of pharmacological and neuromodulatory therapies such as SNM can not only be properly tested, but also implemented into the clinic.

Based on two literature reviews (one preclinical and one clinical review), we observed that the parameter space of SNM (“settings of the stimulation”) were hardly explored, especially in the clinical setting (e.g. only frequencies lower than 50 Hz were used). Nevertheless, first preclinical studies have shown that the implementation of high frequency protocols for SNM might benefit voiding dysfunction in preclinical animal models. In contrast, adjacent neuromodulation fields such as neuromodulation studies in the field of pain more often deploy such novel stimulation waveforms, which bear the potential to benefit patients that are refractory to conventional therapies. As the use of bursting paradigms has provided compelling results in refractory pain patients, we performed a pilot study using SNM with Burst patterns at different interburst frequencies in patients with LUTD. Under general anaesthesia, we found that Burst SNM, but not conventional SNM (Con-SNM), increased bladder pressure, especially at lower Burst SNM frequencies. Additionally, also urethral pressure was higher with Burst SNM as compared to Con-SNM. These results suggest that at least some differences exist in terms of fundamental responses to the Burst SNM waveforms as compared to Con-SNM, which may provide a platform for future studies on Burst SNM in order to optimize clinical outcomes. In the end, the results of this academic thesis will aid in improving SNM therapy for lower urinary tract and bowel dysfunction in patients and better understand its underlying mechanisms of action. New SNM stimulation paradigms developed using the here described models may allow for more disease specific and personalized therapies in patients.